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· 'A'b'S t rat t

A 'money illusion' saving function in which unanticipated inflation

affects the saving ratio positively is tested. This gets strong support

fronl Finnish data. Goodness-of-fit statistics are quite high, coefficient

estimates of expected sign and highly significant. Standard stability

tests of both Brown-Durbin-Evans-type and VPR-type are generally rather

favourable. Finally introducing the size distribution of income as the

additional expllli~a.tory variable has the effect of making the perforrnm1ce

of the saving function still slightly better.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sinc8 late forties, when several pieces of evidence combined to cast doubt

on the simple Keynesian consumption function, the life cycle hypothe~)is

(Lo-n by Ando-Brumberg-Modigliani and the permanent income hypothesis (PII-l)

by Friedman have become well·-established models of consumption and saving.

,:,part from aggregation problems, however, they have turned out puzzling at

least in two respects.

First, under certain assumptions you can obtain the 'pure' life cycle

permanent income result) according to which consumption is proportional to

lifetime wealth at each instant. But the dependence of current consumption

on current income would seem to be gr'eater than can be explained by the pure

version of the life cycle-pennanent lncome theory. It is the phenomenon of

credit rat~,oning that does not only give an explanation of the strong

dependence of current consumption on current income, but also leads to the

consumption function with a diminishing TIlarginal propensity to consume out

of .current income and liquid resources. Thus the structure and working of

capital markets may play a cTIlcial role in shaping the consumption offid saving

behaviour.

Second, aggregate consLUnption and saving flUlctions have generally been

asswned to display homogeneity of degree zero in the price level, nominal

income and nominal wealth so that their equal percentage chcmgc would leave

the real consumption and saving tIDchanged. But consumers typ ically do no t

purchase all their goods simultaneously so that they have immediate know

ledge only on the prices of goods they arc currently buying. 1nus, at least

in the first instance, conswners do not have sufficient infol1l1atjon to
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distinguish between relative anel general price movements, when both are

changing simultaneously1). If inflation is unanticipated, then consumers

find that the goods they are bying are more expensive than expected ,mu

misinterpret this to mean a rise in the relative prices of those goods

so that the demand for those goods falls. Only :i f consumers ''loulel have enougl1

bme to inspect the prices of all goods, then they woulel find their mi stake.

Thus there is a mass illusion that all goods are relatively more expensive

so that real saving increases when each consumer attempts to adjust his

purchases.

Deaton C[7}) has developed a fonnal model of saVIngs along these lines and
~. --... - ..

found some support for it by using the U.S. and U.K. quarterly data. This

paper reports some further developments and tests of the relationship bet-

ween saving ffild unanticipated inflation.

First, we use a different sample, namely Finnish quarterly and annual time

series data over the period 1959-1977. In the light of differences in the

structure of capital markets between these countries it is interesting to

test for the operation of 'money illusion' across countries. Empirical

results are presented in section 3. Second, since it is wel1--knm~11 that for

various reasons behavioural functions may not stay invariant over time, we

conduct a large number of various stability tests and apply varying-parameter

regression approach on specifications of the Sewing function. These are

reported in section 4. Third, although the major focus is put on the

implications of the absence of complete price information, we are also

interested in the detenninants of the 'equilibrium' saving -(uncticn,

particularly in the role of the size distribution of income. Empirical

results from these further experiments are presented in section 5,
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2. 11mORETICAL BACKGROUND

This section outlines briefly theoretical bi,lckgrow1d for the sDving function

in the presence of wlCertainty about the current and/or future price level

(see, Deaton [7), Deaton and Mu.ellbauer [9] for details).

Assume that consumers know only the prices of goods they are currently buying,

w11ile the current price level is not known with certainty. If preferences are

weakly intertempora11y separable and if differences in actual and expected prlces

are entirely due to Inistaken expectations about the general price level,

then the following expression for the saving ratio (s/y) can be derived as

an approximation

(1) (s/y) == (s*/y*) + (logy - logy*) - g(logP-ldgP*)

where variables with (*) refer to anticipated values, y == Y/P, y* == Y*/P*,
n

P :: price level, Y == nominal income and where g == L wkekk is negative
k='

quantity for the desired budget. shares wk and for own-price elasticities ekk .

The first term on the RHS of (1) gives t.he 'equilibriwn' saving ratio when

expectatjons of real income and prices are fulfilled. According to the second

term consumers cannot react to stimuli they do not p~rceive so that all

lffianticipat.ed real income is saved. Finally, the third term suggests that

tmanticipat.ed prices \vi11 increase the saving ratio, ceteris paribus.

It remains to specify how the 'equilibrium' saving ratlo is detcI1nineu.

A most simplistic view of the conslmlption function is to assume it to be of
p p

type C ::: kY , where Y := penll~ment income. L8tc1' on· wc allow for cJwngcs ln
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the term k, but now assume it to be constant for simplicity. Using the

specification for the determination of permanent income suggested by

Deaton ((7]) the 'equilibrium' consumption ,function can be written as

follows

(2)
t

k[Y* + m le(t-s)r(C* - C )ds]
t s s

_00

where I' = the rate of interest and m = the rate at which wealth is absorbed

jnto permanent income. This suggests that over any finite time period un-

anticipated income will affect anticipated income and some of the former

will be consumed. Since consumers do not know a] 1 prices) plans will be

revised as new inforrr~tion becomes available. (2) represents a way of

specifying this error-correction mechanism.

Using the approximation d(si."/y*)/dt ~ m((1-k)-(s/y)) for (2) makes H

possible to transform (1) into

(3) d(s/y)/dt = m(1-k) + (q-q*) - g(p-p*) - m(s/y)

where q and p denote rates of change of real income and price level respec-

tively.

In order to cstiITkttc (3) on discrete data it has to be integrated over some

finite interval (t,t-h)) where h may vary. Utilizing the calculations by

Deaton ([7]) makes it possible to c).'1)yess the discrete form of (3) as follows
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where b, and bZ should be positive, b3 negative and all between zero and onc.

6h is the backwards hth difference operat.or. Moreover, t.he coefficient

estimates of (qht. - qht) and (Pht - Pht.) can be expect.ed t.o decrease,. while

t.hat. of (s/y)t-h to increase, when t.he length of differencing Ch) is

increased.

As we not.iced, the saving funct.ion presented above is based upon t.he

'disequilibrium' story where uncertainty about. t.he current. price level plays

a major role. It can be arqued, however, t.hat the most obviuous form of un-

certainty about prices is that relating to the future. While infonnation

about t.he current inflation may be quite good when official indices are

published frequently, the same does not hold for future irrrlation. Does t.]lis

imply the saving function specification different from (4)? Not necessarily!

Suppose that present and future consumption are complements and consider the

consequences of the situation in which future price level has been Lmder-

estimated. Then consumers consume more and save less than they would have

desired, had they correc~tly foreseen the future price level. Consequently,

consumer start the 'next' period with sn~ller assets than they would have

liked and increase their savjYlg. It is now unanticipated future inflation

t.hat causes saving to rise. ConsLunption illld saving plans are realized, but

expect3tions change from period to period. Under certain assumptions this

'equilibTium' story - LCH with changing expectat.ions - can be sho\\rn to lead

to the saving function which is LmhIC8ly to be identifiable from (4) (Dcaton

[8) provides some details of this argtilllent).
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3. EMPIRlCi\L RESULTS WITH FINNISH DATA

111is section present.s empirical results for the saving function specification

(4) by using quarterly and annual data from Finland over t.he period 1959-1976.

Time series for consumption has not been constructcd in Finland and it lies

beyond the scope of this study so that we use private consumption expenditures

as our concept of conslITnption in what follows. The price index to be used is

the implicit price index of private consumption expenditures, while the concept

of income is a rather wide one, including wages and salaries, social security

payments by employers and net income transfers from the public sector. 2)

Since a..'lticipated rates of changes in real income and price level are not

observed variables, links of expectations to observed variables have to be

specified. A very simple way of doing t]1is is to assume that they are constant

over time so that q* = qO and p* = pO.3) Under this hypothesis the OLS esti-

mation results, when quarterly data is used, are reported in Table 1 with

different lengths of differencing. Numbers in parentheses are values of t

statistics and p = the first-order autor:orrelation coefficient obt.ained by the

Hildreth-Lu procedure. The corresponding estimation results, when annual data

is used, are reported in equations (9) and (10) of Table 1.

Taking account of t.he fact that the dependent variable is the difference in

the saving ratio, the goodness-of-fit statistics are rather hjgh. All co

efficient estimates have right signs and magnitudos and they arc highly

significant, and there seems to be no serial correlation in error terms. 4)

Moreover, with static expectations the coefficient estimates of qht and

Pht should decrease, while that of (s/Y)t-h increase when the length of

cUfferencing 1S increased.



Table 1. Estimation results with different lengths of differencing

equation I(s/Y)t-h
-2 D-Wconstant q ht Pht R n p

I (1) .090 .591 1.010 -.742 .573 2.203 1/4 0
I (5.76) (5. 14) (5.88) (7. 17)
I

I (2) .053 .620 .758 -.476 .592 2.073 1/4 -.40
I (4.10) (S.64) (4.61) , (5.38)

(3) .078 .477 .545 -.707 .558 2.009 2/4 0
(4.82) (5.05) (4.83) (6.72)

(4) .077 .476 .542 -.702 .553 1.930 2/4 -.05
(4.85) (5. 14) (4.95) (6. 72)

(5) .074 .428 .403 -.722 .599 1.831 3/4 0
I (4.50) (5.70) (5.23) (6.82)
I I 3/4
I

(6) .074 .435 .407 -.722 .590 1.942 .05
I (4.42) (5.64) (5 ~09) (6.81),

('"'"' .098 .323 .336 -.895 .617 1.851 4/4 0I J

(.5.38) (4.69) (5.28) (7.77)

(8) .098 .325 .337 -.896 '.606 1. 913 4/4 .03
(5.35) (4.64) (5. '18) (7.77)

I (9) .081 .336 .312 -.788 .659 1.572 1 0
(2. 13) (3. '14) I (3.01) (3.16)

I
(10) .100 .406 .415 -.978 .673 1.736 1 -.42

(2.84) (3.59) (3.69) (4.49)

Critical t-values: t. 05 ,68 = 1.997, t. 01 ,68 = 2.653, t. 05 ,14 = 2.145, t. 01 ,14 = 2.977;

lower and upper bounds for D-W are at .05 level: D-WL = 1.52, D-WU - 1.70 (n=72) D-WL = .93, D-~~U = 1.69 (n=18).

~
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Results in Table 1 do seem to lie in conformity with this pattern. Finally,

the coefficient estimates of the constant term and the lagged saving ratio

should be negatively correlated which turns out to be the case (sec the

middle correlation matrix of coefficients in Table 5). 'Thus the 'money illusion'

saving function (4) meets support with P:inn:ish data.

It is interesting to compare results with tllose obtained by Deaton [~l by

using the same expectations hypothesis and seasonally adjusted data from the

U.K. and U.S. S) For all there countries the coefficient estilnates of un-

anticipated changes in real income and :inflation rate and of the lagged sav:ing

ra~i~ are significant and of the expected sign. The performance of the saving

fWlction in terms of the goodness-of-fit statistics is better for Finland and

the U.K. than for the U.S. The major difference in results lies in the

coefficient estimates of the lagged saving ratio. It is much higher (in

absolute terms) for F:inland thml for the U.K. and the U.S. This also 'explains'

the lligher coefficient estimate of the constant term for Finland, since the

coefficient estimates of the constant tenn and the lagged saving ratio should

be negatively related via the term m (reciprocal time horizon). According to

the expression (2) the term m describes a mechanism in which replaruling occurs

in every period when new information becomes available. In· the presence of

liquidity constraints plmming horizons of consumers tend to shorter thml

with perfect capital markets (Koskela/18/). The different behaviour of the

constant and the lagged saving ratio may thus result from differences in

the working of capital markets between these cowltries. Wc come back to th:is

question later on.

A very simple asslunption about ght ,::md Pht has been ll13de by keeping them

constant, which does not after all sound te1'1'ibly realistic. Since the

hypotheses on the relationship bctlvccn saving and inflation is b~15ed on a
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theory, in which incorrect infllltion-rate expectations play Cl major rolc,

wc have extensively checked the robustness of results to alternative

hypotheses of expectations formation. In this connection both adaptive

eA~ectations hypothesis and rational expectations hypothesis were used.

Results turned out to be qualitatively similar to those obtained by using

statk expectations. Only coefficient estimates of the unanticipated

inflation and the lagged saving ratio were slightly sensitive - Hhilc still

of the expected sign and significant - to inflation rate expectations

specification (results have been reported in Koskela and Vircn [20J). 6)

In order to do some further checks on the saving function specifications w~

conducted stability tests of various kinds. These are taken up next.

4. THE STABILITY OF THE SAVING FUNCfION

This section reports a mnuber of tests for the 'money illusion' saving function

with the purpose of checking whether parameters should be regarded as invariant

over t~nc or not. Here the specification with static expect~tions on q* and

p*, when the length of quarteTly differencing IS equal to onc, is concentrated

on (equation (1) in Table 1). The same stability tests have also been conductc<l

for other specifications with different lengths of differencL'1g and other

expectations hypotheses. 1ne results were not too dissimilar with those

presented here so that they have not been reported (see Koskeli1 and Vin§n [2Q7).

All stability tests are conducted for the estimatl~d equations without the first

and fourth unleT serial correlation correction because the D·-W statistic as

well ;lS the W.111is' s fourth onlcr serial correlation statistic. u4 , did not
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show significant serial correlation. 111e term stability is defined here ill

the statistical sense of the estimated coefficicnts of the explanatory

variables rClmining constant over time

parameters

2
52 = ... =

?
and si the

so that the null hypothcsis 11
0

j s:

2sT? wllere B dcnotes thc vector of

variance of the error term Ut at

time t.

A list of tests used here as well as the re]evant references are presented

in Table 2 ,Brown and Durbin and Evans ({2}) and Cameron ([3J) may serve as

general references.

Table 2.

cusurn test

Sign-test

reference (s) ._- - l
time trending regreS-S-i-o-n---+-B-rown, Durbin and Evans [2J---a-n-d---'

Farley and Hinich [10]

Brown, Durbin and Evans [2J

Brown, Durbin and Evans· [2J

Harvey and Collier [14]

Harvey and Phillips [1 S]

Harvey and Collier [141

Harvey-Collier test

name of the test

cusurn squares test

Harvey-Phillips test

Qualldt's LR test

GlOW test

Quandt [25], and Quandt. [26J

Chow [4]

homogeneity tcst with
moving regressions Brm·m, Durbin and EVllilS [2J
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Tests listed above differ In terms of their power and alternative hypotheses.

It is e.g. well-known that the power of the cusum and Sign-tests is rather

weak (Garbade [11J, Farley and Hinich [10J, Harvey and Collier [14}). In the

case of the Quandt's LR test there is a more fundamental problem, which is

due to the fact that the distribution of the likelihood ratio, AI" tmder IIO

is not knO\Vll so that no rigorous test can be derived from it ..4njAvay, in

order to give some idea of the behaviour of parameters over a certain period

1', we have computed the corresponding i-statistic, originally proposed by

Quandt [2~7. Finally, it is worthwhile to point out that the r-Iarvey-Collier

test is strictly speaking a test for functional misspecification, and the

Harvey-Phillips test is a test for heteroscedasticity of residuals.

Before considering these formal stability tests we may get some useful

information about the point in time when any shifts in the regTession relation

might have occured by computing Quandt's log-likelihood ratio statistic \.

This is described in Figure 1. The period r = 44, i.e., 1969 (IV) can be

clearly discerned. We use this !la priori!l information by computing the

HarveY-~lillips test, the Quandt's LR test and the Chow test just with respect

to this 'switchpoint period' l' = 44. A great deal of variability can be seen

in the first values of 1'. No strong conclusions from this cannot, however, be

drawn because the power of the test dimishes when the end-points of the data

sample aTe approached (see Quandt [26]). Also the period of 'oil crisis' ,

1973 (rV) can be distinguished from the A graph. No stability test statistic,
l'

however, computed with respect to this point turned out to be significant.

Stability test statistics arc presented in Table 3, in which the collum \'lith

k=4 correspond to equation (n in Table 1 (colunms labelled by k=3 erne! k=5

arc discussed latcr on). Letters (f) and (b) have bcen added \vhcncver rccursive

residuals 3nd tests based on them have becn calculatecl on forward or backwcwcl
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forecast errors respectively, and H1 and IIZ refer to the regression relation

ships when parameters arc first-degree and second-degree polynomials in time,

and n indicates the length of the time segment used in moving regressions.

Our saving function specification seems to past stability tests rather "Jell,

even tJ10ugh there are some mixed results. 7) The CUSWll squares and the Harvey

Phillins tests show significant test~statistics. The cusum squares test

showing instability, unlike the cusum test, can be interpreted as suggesting

that instability is due to a shift in the residual variance rather that to

shifts in the values of regression coefficients. 1h~ performance of the Harvey

Phillips test-statistic lies also ill conformity with this interpretation. This

should not be regarded as surprisillg when one takes into accoU11t the sharp

shifts in the saving ratio in the 70's, which in turn help to 'explain' the

drop in the performance of the saving function in terms of goodness-of-fit

statistic, R2 (from .624 over the period 1959-1969 to .565 over the period

1970-1976).

M1at carmot be eA~lained by the shifts in. the residual variance, however, is

I the value of homogeneity statistic for 12 observation moving regression. 'TIlis

result should not be overemphasized partly because of the very short time

segment and partlY because the value of the test statistic is only just

si&Tnificant at the 5 per cent level.

Thus far. results of various stability tests have been r::lther f::lvolJrahle to

our snecification of the saving function. Stability tests reported. however,

suffer from a couple of wealmesses for which reason we like to do some further

checks.
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1able 3. Stability test statistics

...

test statistic k=4 k=3 k=5 critical test
values
5 %/1 % Ck=4)

time trencling regressions

F(H1 vs lI
O

) 1.223 .522 1.266 2.51/3.62

F(H2 vs HO) 1.409 .530 1.379 2.10/2.82

cusum test (b) .320 .481 .627 .948/1.143

cusum test (f) .502 .343 .465 .948/1. 143

cusum squares test Cb) .254 .370 .247 .149/.181

cusum squares Lest (f) .285 .347 .280 .149/.181

Harvey-Collier test (b) -.753 .606 -1.372 1.998/2.650

Harvey-·Collier test (f) .565 -1.004 .549 1.998/2.650

Harvey-Phillips test,

r=44 , ' (b) 2.653 4.338 2.759 1.98/2.49

(f) .304 .233 .311 1.79/2.30

Sign-test (b) .970 . 181 .916 1.96/2.58

Sign-test (f) .243 .542 .550 1.96/2.58

Ouandt's log-likelihood

ratio, 1'=44 36.89 42.21 38.64 I 12.59/16.81

Chow-test., r=44 1.52.2 .472 1.303 'I 57r 65_. ~ ,).

homogeneity statistics for
moving regressions

n=12 1.890 ' .800 1.535 1.79/2.30

n=24 1.208 .471 1.004 2.25/3. '12

n=36 1.396 .399 1. 199 ') 57 /3 er...... .... .... • 1J

. ..-
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First, it may be 8r,gued that they are based on an inappropriat:c alternative

hypothesis. Particularly. this is be true with tho Quu11l1t's LR test and the

Chow tost in which the alternative hypothesis supposes that coefficients

are constant within a sub-period, but change by a discrete amount across

sub-periods. lE this is not the case, then it is appropriate to rc-estimate

coefficients with a methodology that allows conhnous but gr8dual time

variation in the coefficients. Second, the stability tests conducted arc

typically the tests for the stability of tIle whole regression relationshiu

so that the source of variability is not identified. Varying parameter

regression (VPR) tecllJ1ique provides one approach to bOLh of these problems

by Inaking it possible to estimate time-varying coefficients. Moreover. it is

important to point out that the simulation results presented by Garbade [11}

show that v~p techniques are generally more po\verful than methods based on

recursive residuals. 8)

Allow now for the coefficient vector of the 'money illusion' saving function,

B =: (bO,b1,bZ,b3), to be subject to sequential variation over tin~. There

are many possibilities to try to model the evolution of Bt , but we suppose

that it follows a random walk with zero drift through time. Garbade [11] shows

that this asswnption is fairly robust to misspecification as long as the true

dynamics of the 1\ series is highly autocorrelated. The saving function with

static expectations and with h =: 1/4 can now be written as

(Sa) L'l 1(s/y)t =:

4"
+ u

t

(5b)

(Se)

(Sd) Z
et - N(O,s Q)
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'nle random vector (\ is assumed to be serially uncorrclated and W1correlClted

with the random scalar Ut' Q is a relative covariance matrix for et with s2 as

scaling variance. Both Q and s2 arc unknown and have to be estimated. Thus

the parameter process is assU!TI(;d to incorporate pcrnl'ment and tr.msi tory

changes. E.g. if Qoo = Q11 = Qzz = Q33 == 0, then Bt does not vary over time

and VPR collapses to ordinary regression problem. 9)

The respective likelihood ftUlction was maximized \vi th the fol1ov.Jing diagonal

terms of the relative covari2~ce matrix Q: Q
OO

== .007, Q11 = QZ2 = Q33 = 0,

all the off-diagonal terms being equal to zero. 10) Moreover, it was fOWld

denotes the vector of explanatory variables and Bt1t- 1

based on observations 6(5/y)0' 6(s/y)1"" ,6(s/y)t_l'

that the corresponding innovation terms, w = 6(s/y)
t t - xt Bt !t-l' where xt

the estimate of Et

driving the Kalman

filter were white noise (according to the Box-Pierce Q-statistic with five

lags (QS = 9.44 < 11.07 X:os,s))' Hence the optimality of the Kalman filter

is guaranteed (see ~~hra [21J, p. 177).

'rhus the constant term may be subject to permanent time variation implying

shifts over time, while this would not seem to be the case with otheT

coefficients. 'Ibeir variability could then be characterized as being due to

transit01y time variation with a fixed permanent component according to this

interpretation. Of course, still the possibility remains that the result

concerning the relative covariance matrix Q is due to functional misspcci-

fication of the saving function. We cannot, however, discriminate between

these two hypotheses.

In order to test the signifi cance of permanent time vadation the standard

LR test ,,,ith the nun hypothesis HO: QOO = 0 (under the maintained h}1)othesis

that the other (Uagonal elements arc 7..ero) is used. The] ikel ihooJ rnt io
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statistic -21nA turns out to be .396, \vhich is not signi fi cant 3.1: the 5
'1

per cent si gnificonce level for x"" -distribution witll one degree of freedom.

With Q - 0, however, the LR statistic will be more conccntr:ltC'c1 toward the

origin than i--djstriblltion. Thu~ using this distribution to detennine the

critical values of -21n.\ leads to a conservative test of stability (sce

Garbade [1 'l), p. 55-56).

Any\"ay, we computed the smoothed estimates of bOt' denoted by 80 , 'I/hich

correspond to the maximum] ikeljhood covariance matrix: with Q
OO

= .007

(tmder the maintained hypothesis that the other diagonal elements are zero).

These estima.tes, borderec1 by plus and minus one standard error of estimates,

are presented in Figure 2 together with the OLS piecewise estimates of bO

across different sub-periods of 12 qunrters, denoted by Ba. 1118 smoothcll

estimates of bOt indicate some variation of the constant term over time.

The constant term consists of the 'equilibrium' saving ratio, 1·, k) the term

m as well as the expected values of real income and price level changes so

that variation is due to one of these cOITJponents. In the light of th8 behaviol'

of the standard errors during the period, 1960-64, it is not completely

unjustified to say that the constant term has been rather stable over the whole

observation period. On the other hand, the piecewise regn;ssion estimates of

ba behO-vc differently, particularly over the period 1971-1973, being obviously

{1 result of some transitory elements. In this connection the null h)1)Qthcsis

of parameter st~bility can be rej ected when piccewisc linear variahon in 1\
is the alternative hypothesis (computing the Chow statistic for 6 nonovcr]apping

periods with 12 observations in each gives the v~lue of F-statistic 2.910 >

2.530 = p. 05,4,60). A similar result \vGS al ready given by the homogcncHy

statistic with 12 observationsCsec Table 3).
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Figure 2. Smoothed and piecel"~se estirr-'+.es of the constant tenn
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5. SOME FURTHER EXPERHlliNTS

On the whole, the picture that emerges from stability analyses conducted m

earlier section, is rather favourable to our specification of the saving

function. The lagged saving ratio~ while being slightly sensitive to

specification of expectations hypotheses on q* and p*, has played a TTl3.jor

part in it. Recently, however, Lawson [22} has argued for the notion that

the current desired saving !'atio would be detennined independently of

discrepancies between past saving ratios and their desired levels. We

start this section by evaluating the role of the lagged saving ratio in

equation (4).

On the other hmld, the VPR-application can be interpreted as suggesting that

to the extent that there are permanent drifts in coefficients over time, then

the constant tenTI would be the most. likeJy candidate for them. ~Ve end this

section by reporting some empirical experiments, in which the constant tenn k

of the basic specification (4) is allowed to change.

5.1. The lagged saving ratio as an error-correction mechanism

As has been pointed out earlier ~ tIle term m describes a mechanism by means

of which rep1nnning occurs at every period when new information about present

and/or future price levels becomes avaiJab10. Suppose now that such a

replmming does net occur so that the lagged saving ratio is dropped out

from the saving fW1ction (4) (m=O). '1110 representative set of results \vi th

and without the (s/Y)t-h term arc rcpc)1,tcd in Table 4.
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Dropping the lagged saving ratio is seen to have remarkable consequences.

-2Fi r5t. the performance of the saving fW1Cti on, measured by R , falls

dramatically. The nuJl hypothesis IIO: b3 = 0 is definitively rejected by

using F-test in all cases. Second, there arc now serious problems in error

terms. 111C saving function without the lagged saving ratio suffers not only

from serial correlation (see Table 4), but also from the strong hetero-

scedasticity of residuals. 1his is to be seen by looking at the stability

tests presented in Table 3 (column labelled by k=3) , in which the cusum

squares and the Harvey-Phillips tests show clear instability. Finally, the

coefficient estimate of the unanticipated inflation becomes smaller and

insignificant and the constant tem drops in magnitude and the correlation

matri.x of coefficients behaves as expected (see the dm-vIlinost co1l..mm of

Table 5).

All in all, dropping the lagged saving ratio from (4) leads to very poor

results. Most of the power of the saving fWKtion disappears. lYe do not

regard this as surprising, since in the presence of tmcertainty about the

current and/or future price levels rep1anning, as new information becomes

available, would quite naturally seem to be an essentiaf ingredient of the

st.ory, particularly in Finland, where credit rationing has occasionally

taken place (sce Tarklca [29]).



Table 4. EstL~tion results with and without the constant and (s/y)-terws

Iequation Iconstant I (sly) -2 I D-1V *) ICl1 q1
t_1 R FH

I "4t I 4t 4 I
I I I 1.010

!
(1) .090 .591 -.742 .573 2.208 ..

(5.76) (5. 14) (4.88) (7.17)
I II (2) -.017 .763 .486 .261 2.984 48.892I (2.98) I (5. 15) (1.91)

(3) .809 .852 -.171 .374 2.863 33.116
(6. 15) (3.44) (4.79) I

(4) .558 -.099 .177 I 2.863

I
34.748 I

(4.03) (0.58) I
*) FH indicates the test statistic for the null hypothesis HO: bO and/or b4 = 0,

the critical test values are: F. 01 ,2,68 = 4.97 ~~d F. 01 ,1 .68 = 7.06.

N
-'
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Table 5. Correlation matdces of coefficients

------

bO b1 b2 b3 b4

~O 1.000

~1 -.259 1.000

~2 -.282 . 167 1. 000

~3 -.412 . 199 -.368 1.000

b4 -.846 .098 .411 -.113 1.000

~O 1.000

~1 -.331 1.000

~2 .135 .133 1.000

b3 -.958 .212 -.355 1.000

~

~O 1.000

~1 -.457 1.000

b2 -.770 .228 1.000

A correlation coefficient .235 (.306) is just significl11t at .05 (.01)

level with 68 df.

5.2. Income distribution and the saving function

111US far the tenn k in C = k yP has been assumed to be const,mt for simplicity.

Wc allow now for its variability over time without yet specifying its

determinants.

Differentiating the equation (2) (p.4) with respect to time: and using the

approximat ion (sly) ;; 10gY - 10gC yields the aprrox imation des ,. Iy";) IJt ;;;

m((l-k)-(s/y)) .. d(logk)/dt for (2). Finally, ,liffcrenti:lting the s:lving
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ratio equation (1) (p.4) with rc.:spect to time and utilizing the expreSSlOJ1

for d(s*/y*)/dt leads up to

(6) d(s/y)/dt = m(l-k) + (q-q*) _. g(p'-P*) - m(s/y)-n

where n denotes rates of change of k.

Next we have to specify the variable(s) on which the desired consumption

permanent income ratio k depends. A number of explanations have been suggested

to acrount for this, like the real rate of interest, uncertainty effects of

inflation, real balance or Pigou-effect and the size distribution of income.

In what follows we focus on the size distribution of income partly because of

the lack of data to evaluate a.lterrlative explanations and partly because there

is some prel iminary evidence with Fintlish da ta on the behalf of this

explanation (see Koskela and Sullstrom (19}). 11)

Asswning that k depends on the size distribution of income D e.g. linearly

and transforming (6) to a fonn, anpropriate on discret.e data, leads up to

tlle followin~ specification of the savin~ function

,~here d denotes rate of chamw in D and where static exnectations on q* and

p* have been assllllled. The coefficients b1, b2, b4 and bS should be positjve

- if a rise in D means a rise i!l the inequality in the size distribution of

lncome - and b3 negative.
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To the extent that the role of the SHe distribution of inr:omc in the saving

fW1rtion :is due (at least peutly) to credit rationing, b 1 should decrease
I

and -b 7 increase when the income distribution variable IS introduced. Under
J

these circumstances there is a tendency for planning horizons of consumers

to become shorter and unanticipated changes in Teal income to affect, not

saving. but consumption.

We substituted aQ"gTegate 'indices of inequality' for the tenns Dht and dht

and picked up from a large nwnbe1' of inequality measures avai12.blc such ones

which could be regarded as representing a certain aspect to inaualitv of

income distribution. By this means we tried to ensure that results do not

come from a certain special lvay of measuring inequality. The following mC3SUTes

of inequalit)r weTe used: the coefficient of variation (V), the Gini-index (G)

and the ratio of harmonic to arithmetic mean income (I-I), the so-called Dalton t s

'12)
h. Here we report only results with V and G.

The inequality indices lveTe only available on ammal basis. We also constructed

corresponding indices of inequality on quarterly basis by, deriving quarterly

variations of these indices within a year from the (seasonally adjusted)

unemployment rate. It turned out that rates of changes in inequality indices

were statistically insignificant both with 'and without their levels, cu'1d some-

times they had also different signs from the level variable. Therefore, wc do not

report results in which rates of changes in inequality indices have been

used as eA'Planatory variables. 13)

Resul ts by USilHT annual data are presented in equations (1) - (6) of Table 7.

COlllparinQ these with the corresponding results of T~ble 2 (p. 10) sucgcsts

tl ~ t} f [. d 1 n2 .. 1 l· I·U1L. : le per -ormal1ce 0 - cquJ.tlons, Il1C(lsure Jy 1\. , 1S Increasec )y mtroc uClng
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inequality measures a.s explanatory vDriables, but the increase is so slight

that the null hypothesis HO: b4 =-c 0 ccmTlot be rejected (F(n := 3.414 < 4.67 =

F. OS ,1,13)' This is not, however, a 'fair' test since in equa.tion with a

constant term and an income distribution vnrlable the latter is more a

substitute for the former than an addition.:tl explanatory variable. Again

dropping the lagged saving ratio decreases the perfonnance of the saving

function sharply and gives rise to serial correlation. Even though HO cannot

be rejected, other evidence is favourable for the role of income distribution

variable: estimates of b 1 and b3 behave as expected; estimates of the constant

tenn and the inequality index should be negatively correlated which is the

case (see the upmost correlation matrix of coefficients in Table 5); incoffi'3

distribution ~ariables are of expected sign and significant (except G
t

lTl

equation (2)) at the 5 per cent level". 14)

As far as the results with quarterly data - also presented in Table 6 - are

concerned, they do not contradict with the evidence obtained by using anlTIlal

data. Comparing estimates with the corresponding estimates in Table 5hO\',15

that introducing the income distribution variable has the effect of dccreasinu

the size and value of t-statistic for the constant tenn as one would expect.

On the other hand, incqua.lityind~ccs, ,""hi1e havinQ 'right' signs, are

significant only \vhen the constant term is dropped. 15)

S. CONCl,lIDING REMARKS

'Vc haVe analyzcd the relationship between aggregate prlvatc savlng, inflatjon

and incoll1~ dist.ribution by starting from the notion that real economic decisjons

depend on rclabvC' prices, but constuners do not in realit.y hClVC enough



Table 6. Estimation results "iVith income inequality indeces

I equation Iconstant I y

f (s/Y)t-hI _'7

qht Pht Vht ~t
R" D-W h

!

I I I I Ii (1) -.079 .309 .525 -.924 I . 157 I .709 1.951 1
I (i.14) (2.84) (11,. 19) (3.83) (2.62)i

I(2) -.201 .328 .377 -.919 .641 .671 1.558 1
(1. 48) • (2.86) (3.551 (3.541 (2. 13) I

(3) .291 .468 -.987 .098 .703 I 1. 553 I 1
(2.68) (4.04) I (4.15) I (3. 18)

I
I

(4 ) , .321 .350 -.900 .2"13 .642 I 1.372 1 Ii
I

(2.68) (3.22)

I
(3.33) (2.46)

I
i II I I

i (5) -. 139 .50" .236 .092 .426 2.613

I
1 I

I (1.47) I (3.69) (1.68)
I

(1.14) I
(6) -.177 .511 .147

I
.305 .399 2.356 1 1 iI(0.97) (3.69) I (1. 30) (0.79) I

I(7) .065 .604 1.106 -.754 .022

!
.572 2.233 1/4

(2.22) (5.22) (4.83) (7.23) (0.98)
I I I

(8) .064 .605 1.039 -.761 .060 .573 2.228 1/4

I
(2.07) (5.221 (4.97) (7.23) (0.98)

I

I, (9) .673 1.260 -.660 .065 .548 2.443 1/4
(5.87) (5.60) (6.74) (5.24)

l
(10) I .670 1.063 -.672 .032 .552 2.428 1/4

I(5.86) (4.98) (6.77) (5.33)

Critical t-values: t. 05 ,13 = 2.160, t. Ol ,13 = 3.012, t. 05 ,67 = 1.998, t. 05 ,67 = 2.654.

Lo~er and upper bOlliids foY D-IV are at .05 level: D-WL = .82, D-W
u

= 1.87 (n=18), D-W
L

= 1.49, D-IV
u

= 1.74 (n=72).

N
Q\
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infonnation to distinguish between relative and general price movements.

111is suggested a 'money illusion' saving ftffiction, in which tillanticipatccl

:inflation affects the (difference in) savin~ ratio positively.

Empirical results with fojnnish data can be bricf]y summarized as follows:

The goodness-of-fit statistics were quite high, coefficient estimates of

expected sign ~md highly significant. In order to do some further checks

wc conducted standard stability tests of both Brown-Durbin-Evans type and

of VPR-type. On the whole, results of various stability tests were rathey

favourable to the specification of saving flillction. There seemed to be,

hoy/cver, signs of instability due to Cl shift in the residual variance emd/or

the constant term over the whole period. 'Therefore we finally carried out

some further experiments by allowing the consumption-permanent income ratio

to vary over tinlC. More particularly) we introduced the size distribution of

income as the additional explanatory variable. On the \\1ho1e the evidence was

favourable - even though not too strong - for the role of income distribution

variable in the saving function.

Among agendas for further research we mention one. 'The major diffeTelKc in

results with the 'money illusion' saving function specification bet\\1een

foinl and , the United Kingdom and the Unitcd States was in the coefficient

estimates of the lagged saving ratio which were much higher in absolute tems

for Finland than for the U,K. and the U.S. Its size depends 011 the mechanism

by means of which consumers" rcp1ann ing occurs 1n every period \vhen new

informatiojl about the current and/or future price ] cvels becomes aved lablc.

Under imperfect capitQ1 mcrkcts there is a tendency for plmmjng horizons to

become shorter \\'hen credit mJrkets b8come I tighter' and vice versa. A1Jowing

for the dcpcm1cllcc of crrOl''''correction mechanism on the 'tightness' or credit

markets is clJl rrrC'~l where research is needed.
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fOOTNOTES:

1)

2)

3)

4)

FOT cmpirjc~J1 evidence on the POS]tlV(' relationship bet\vcen the variability
in ~hc genenll level of prices and in the relative prices, sce e.g.
Cukj errnan and Wachtcl [S}.

'[118 quarterly d.ata has been constructcd in the context of the quarterly
mod.el of the Bank of Finland and. it is only avuilable [ram the period.
1958 (I) on. Sources of annual ela ta are: National ACcowlting in Finland
in 1952-1964, Statistical Reports No. 53. Helsinki 1968; Nllbonal Accounts
in 1965-1977, Helsinki 1978. All published by the Statistical Central
Office. Quarterly data is seasonally adjusted.

o 0
This specification was used by Deaton [7]. Note that now k, q and p
cannot be separately identified.

Wc also computed the follmving regression ~rom residuals, Ut: .Ut =
a 1u t -(1/4) + a Zut -(4/4) + et and postulatea the null hypothesIs:

HO: a 1 = a2 = O. 'The follow:iIlg F-statistics were obtained for various

equations of Table 1: (1) 1.198, (3) .263, (5) .134 and (7) .118. 111e
corresponding critical value at the 5 %significance level is 3.15 so that
the null hypothesis could be rejecteel in no cases.

5) The results by Davidson et. al ([5}) 1ie in conformity with those obtained
by Deaton ([6]) as far as the British evidence on the relationship
between saving and inflation is concerned.

6) Some e:Arpcrimcnts were also carried out with a so called threshold
hypothesis. A most simple version of this is to suppose that if the
inflation rate is lower than some level, say PT' then consumers can
distinguish between relative and gen2ral price movements, \I/hilc in the
case of p > PT the earlier argLUI1 nt holds. Prclimint1xy results were
encoul"<.lgilw (sec Koskcla Dnd Viren ['t..O}). 'I11is \\'ou1d seem to be an
int rcsting arca for f!.lI her r ,s al h.

7) For appLications of these test procedures, see e.g. Cameron [3], Hackl
Clild Katzenbcisscr [13] and Kahn [17].

8) Par va rious kinds of VPR-applications, see e. g. Garbade and llJachtcl (12,/)
Laumas and. !\lchra [21}, and Rausser aI1d Laumas [27J.

9) Wc arc interested. in obtaining the so-called filtered and smoothed
cst'inntes of 8t (sce Garbade [1"1] for details). 'Jll0 eiltered estill13tes
of J\ make it rjossible to v(llllClte the nature of llll .instaL>i1iL)' ill
iml'ividu:Jl coefficients. 'nl<'Y do not, hm,.,ever, use £01 "anI ObSCTV".tions
and may thus be quj tc erratic in early periods 0 [ the s~unpJ.c interv~ll.

111e1'('[oro, the smoothed estimates may be 1110rc informative (Garb~t<.1c[llj).

10) Our computer program, RSTOCII/RECUClIK, did not allow for the direct:
esbmation of Q. Estimation \v[lS perfonned with different Q's ~md the
vl1lue of Q \V~IS chosen, which leel to the ill:lxillllUl1 of the 10g-likclLhood
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(1)
1 T 2

L := - (-2){(T-p)log L w./ -1/C1+x M / lx') +s s- s S 5- 5s==p+ 1

T
+ l, log (l+x M/ lx')}s s s- s

s=p+1

a prediction error. Tlle covariance matrix 15 definedwhere w / 1 denotess 5-
2

s Ms / t
== ECb -/t-b J Cb /t-b )' and p is the first period foY which thes ss- s

. A

fHtC?red cstj lmte bu / is ~omp':ted. ~u~ the 1?rogram carries out a
requHcd mUllbcr of ~ p estlmatJ.ons wItllln a gIven range of Q and the
Q l'Jhich leads to the highest value of (1) is picked up (see MakeHiinen
[24], for the details of this computer program).

11) More particularly, there is some supporting evidence for the hypothesis
that equalizing the SlZe distribution of income \vould increase aggregate
cons1.lmption. On the other hand, tests with the V.S. data suggest that
equalizing the size distribution of income would either leave the
aggregate consumption unchanged or diminish it slightly (see Blinder ll!).

12) 'These inequality indices are reported in Koskela and Sullstrom [19}.
V is most sensitive to inequality associa-ted with 'exceptjonally rich' ,
H to inequality associated with 'poverty' a,l1d G is most sensitive to
inequality associated with a wide spread of the less extreme incomes
without much tendency for the majority of them to be bunched 1vithin
quite a narrow range.

13) A fllll set of result is available upon request.

14) The inequal i ty index H did not show up very we11; it had even the '1-lJYong'
sign and it was statistically insignificant. But this measure -is
particularly sensitive to inequality associated with !poverty' so that
estimates with H nlight be interpreted as suggesting that k tends ro be
constant at 'low' levels of income (Koskela and Viren [20]).

15) It has been argued by Hendr)' and Ungern-Sternberg [147 that conventionally
measured disposable income is not a good approximation to the economic
definition of income, since the -real value of liquid assc-s is not being
he] cl constant (scc also Siegel [2R]. This hypoth~c:is provides n \"ay of
cxpla:i ning the saving behaviour since inflation correctioll rcmov s an
upward trend in the saving ratio. It is obvious, however, that t.he
effect of infbtion on disposable income goes partly via the income
distribution (Sce Deaton [S] for a critique of this mismcasurement
hypothesis).
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